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Justin Ingalls  --  Email = coordinator@sdhsaa.com  --  Cell = 605-201-9721 

Larry Osborne  --  Email = oz@sdhsaa.com  --  Cell = 605-381-4108 
 

HAPPY NEW YEAR EVERYONE 
 

“Calling for the Cure” Night for Basketball  
The SDHSAA has designated the dates of January 2- January 14, 2023 
https://www.sdhsaa.com/Athletics/BB-CallingForTheCure.pdf 
 
BASKETBALL OBSERVERS AND OBSERVATION PROGRAM NOTES 
Remember, officials need to be open to what the observers are telling you.  There is no need to defend your 
position, they are telling you what they have observed.  Film does not lie.  The items below are just a few 
things they have observed:  
  

- Officials need to use NFHS/SDHSAA MECHANICS. 
- Still too much contact on the ball-handler.  Defenders are still displacing or moving players in 

different directions with their torso.  Just because they are not using their hands does not mean they 
are not displacing them.  Lets make that call. 

- Officials have been awarding a time out when there is no possession from either team.  Make sure 
there is possession before awarding the time out. 

- Some officials have been saying “off white, red ball”.  Drop the “off white” and just say the color 
of the team getting it and point in that direction.  This will eliminate any confusion.  

- Keeping coaches in the coaching box and using the bench warning.  See Below 
- Officials need to find the pivot foot. Do not guess if it is a travel or not. Ask yourself: Does the 

pivot foot leave the floor? Yes, does the pivot foot return to the floor before the ball leaves the 
shooters hand? Yes, then it is a travel. 

- Know your primary coverages areas, this is a must know and work them. Too much ball 
watching. 

- Officials are still bouncing the ball on the endline to the thrower-in in the front court.  Hand the 
ball to the thrower-in. That mechanic was only used during the covid year.  

- During the shot C and T are bailing out.  When the shot goes up the C and T should step down 
towards the basket to help with rebounding.   

- Move with a purpose, every step counts when getting and angle.  Look to get ball side.  Look to 
rotate.    

 
COACH/TEAM MISCONDUCT WARNING 

A warning to a coach/team for misconduct is an administrative procedure by an official, which is recorded 
in the scorebook by the scorer and reported to the Head Coach (4-48).  For conduct, such as in rule 10-5, 
Articles 1 (a, b d, e, f;), 2,3, the official shall warn the head coach unless the offense is judged to be major, 
in which case a technical foul shall be assessed (4-48-1).  
 
 For the first violation of Rule 10-6-1, the official shall warn the head coach unless the offense is judged to 
be major, in which case a technical shall be accessed (4-48-2).  Remember a warning is not required prior 
to calling a technical foul. 

mailto:coordinator@sdhsaa.com
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Make sure that if you are giving a bench warning you stop, raise your hand to stop play and the clock, then 
announce to the score keeper that you have a bench warning on the coach and put the time and quarter of 
the warning in the book.   
 
SITUATION: Following a goal by A1, the head coach of B confronts the center official with language that 
is considered to be (a) profane and violent; (b) argumentative. Ruling: (a) The official rules a technical foul 
on the head coach because of the coach’s profane and violent language (Has to sit for the remainder of the 
contest).  (b) The official issues a warning to the head coach which is recorded in the scorebook.  
Remember that the bench warning is another tool for you to use for game management. 
 
Verticality – Recognize it when you see it! 
The first and foremost component of the principle of verticality, across all levels of play, is a legal guarding 
position must be initially obtained or established, and any movement thereafter needs to be legal (Rule 4-
45-1).  The defender may rise or jump vertically and occupy the space within his or her vertical plane (Rule 
4-45-2).  The hands and arms of the defender may be raised within his or her vertical plane while on the 
floor or in the air (4-45-3).  So, when a dribbler drives into the lane and is met by an opponent standing at 
the basket, if the defender jumps straight up to block the shot or impedes further progress of the ball handler, 
the defender should not be penalized for leaving the floor vertically or having his or her hands and arms 
extend within his or her vertical plane (Rule 4-45-4). 
 
SHOT CLOCK AND 10 SECOND BACKCOURT PROCEDURE WHEN 
THERE IS A SHOT CLOCK MALFUNCTION OR IS NOT BEING USED 
When a shot clock is not being used, an alternate-timing device shall be available. The 10-second official’s 
visible count will be used when the alternative device is being used.  The count begins when the offensive 
team gains control of the ball.  The alternate shot clock procedures are located in the SDHSAA Basketball 
Handbook Page 24 item F.  Here is what it states: 
An alternate device shall be available when a visible shot clock malfunctions. 

1. Stopwatch – A digital stopwatch must be provided for the official timer and placed so that it can be 
seen by the timer and shot clock operator. This device must be a standalone stopwatch and not 
any other type of device (e.g. mobile phone, wristwatch, computer, etc.) that has a stopwatch 
function. 

2. In the event one or both of the two shot clocks cease to operate (malfunction during play), the shot 
clock operator shall keep track of time and sound the horn when and if a violation occurs. In 
addition, the shot clock operator or public address announcer shall use the public address system 
to “count down” the shot clock, announcing when 10, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 seconds remain. 

 
Also, a visible 10 second count (arm swing) shall be used only in game situations when the shot clock has 
been turned off. 
 
OFFICIALS JURIDICTION 
Officials have jurisdiction as soon as they are in the confines of the game area. If you notice illegal 
equipment or anything else that could increase risk to a player, take care of it then.  For instance, if a player 
is wearing illegal earbuds to listen to music during warm-ups, address it with the head coach immediately. 
Also, Rule 3-3-5 states that a player not wearing the pants/skirt properly and above the hips and/or a player 
not tucking in a team jersey (front and back) designed to be worn inside the pants/skirt, shall be directed 
to leave the game. 
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PRIMARY COVERAGE AREAS (PCA) (Secondary Coverage Areas) (Officials 
Manual page 76 - 5.3.2 a. 1-8)  
Know when to color outside the (PCA) lines. This is a Must! 
Secondary coverage is a kind of tripping point in officiating mechanics.  It balances proper management of 
assigned areas as part of court coverage.  Appropriate secondary coverage is just common sense.  If the 
violation or foul does not happen in your primary area, call the obvious foul or violation only after your 
partner had the chance and didn’t or couldn’t.  You manage the game as a crew and having each other’s 
backs in this way is an excellent game management.  
(See full article in December 2022 Referee Magazine) 
 
TECHNICAL FOULS 
With the number of technical fouls being called in the games this past couple of weeks, all officials should 
look over the technical foul summary on page 77 of the Rules book.   
 
Technical fouls must be talked all the way through before reporting.  Make sure that when you have a 
technical foul, one set of eyes stays on the players, a non-calling official is brought in to confer about 
what the calling official has, the numbers, the players, the shots, the POI or division line, and whose ball 
it is, plus any possible indirect technical foul to the head coach. Only after all of that has been determined 
and discussed should the calling official report it to the table, then administer.   
 
Be Professional 
Professionalism is the understanding that each official must be the game’s most meaningful ambassador 
both on and off the court. You represent an entire community of officials. If you’re watching the game 
from the bleachers, keep quiet! Don’t make it tougher by commenting on perceived “bad calls” for an 
official.  Do not comment on any of the social media platforms about a play you heard other officials in a 
group talk about.   
 
Video Review (later this week) 
The SDHSAA has found that the most effective training tool for promoting consistency and improved 
officiating is through video review.  The SDHSAA is hoping the plays will allow discussion in areas of 
mechanics, crew communication and rules study with basketball officials on high school mechanics and 
rules.  Any plays used are in no way meant to single out any one official, crew or team. These plays are 
meant to be a learning tool to help promote what we all want to see from our officials.  Take the insights 
from these plays and apply them to your officiating game. Plays will be posted at this link throughout the 
season. The most recent plays will be at the top or beginning of the list. 
 
Later this week: UPDATED LINK TO TRAINING VIDEOS:  
https://www.sdhsaa.com/basketball-training-videos/ 
 
Officials Working Games 
It is strongly recommended that an official should not work any varsity games that involves his/her own 
children, stepchildren, siblings or step-siblings as players. If your spouse or any relative is an assistant 
coach, head coach, or Athletic Director of the game to be worked, or is temporarily in that capacity for 
that particular game, you should not be officiating that game.  This also applies to post-season and state 
tournament games. 

 

https://www.sdhsaa.com/basketball-training-videos/
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    SDHSAA/NFHS BB Officials Rules Questions 

 Source: Referee.com 2021-22 Basketball Officials Quiz 
 

1. A1 has the ball in team A’s backcourt for eight seconds, when A1 throws the ball toward team 
A’s frontcourt.  All of the following cause team A’s 10-second backcourt court to end except: 

a. The ball bounces on the floor in team A’s frontcourt. 
b. The ball touches B2, who is in team A’s frontcourt. 
c. The ball touches A2, who is in team A’s frontcourt. 
d. The ball crosses over the plane of the division line.  

 
2. When may a team play with fewer than five players on the court? 

a. To begin the game if fewer than five players are available. 
b. After the game has begun with five players on the court, a player has been injured or 

disqualified, and an eligible and able substitute is available on the bench. 
c. After the game has begun with five players on the court, a player has been injured or 

disqualified, and no eligible or able substitute is available on the bench. 
d. Never. A team must always play with five players on the court 

 
3. A1 is legally guarding B1. A2 pushes teammate A1 into B1 while B1 is attempting an 

unsuccessful try, and the official blows the whistle for a foul. Which is true of the foul? 
a. A1 shall be assessed the foul. 
b. A2 shall be assessed the foul. 
c. If team B is in the bonus, B1 will shoot bonus free throws. 
d. If team B is not in the bonus, team B shall receive a throw-in. 

 
4. After team A is granted a timeout, player A1 yells at an official while walking to the team’s 

huddle. A1 is assessed a technical foul. Which is true of the technical foul? 
a. The foul is a player/ substitute technical. 
b. The foul is a player technical. 
c. The foul is a bench technical. 
d. The foul is a Class A technical. 

 
5. All of the following are true of the replacement of a disqualified player, except which? 

a. The head coach shall replace a disqualified player within 20 seconds. 
b. The head coach shall replace a disqualified player within 15 seconds. 
c. A warning horn shall be sounded with 15 seconds remaining before the disqualified 

player shall be replaced. 
d. A second horn shall be sounded if the substitute for the disqualified player has not 

reported to the scorer. 
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6. When a head coach has been ejected, the assistant coach who replaces the head coach shall inherit 
which technical fouls that were charged to the head coach? 

a. Direct technical fouls charged to the head coach. 
b. Indirect technical fouls charged to the head coach. 
c. Class A technical fouls charged to the head coach. 
d. Class B technical fouls charged to the head coach. 
e. No technical fouls charged to the head coach shall be inherited by the assistant coach. 

 
7. Which of the following results in a violation? 

a. A1 dribbles during a throw-in. 
b. A1 dribbles during a free throw. 
c. A1 repositions both feet during a free throw. 
d. A1 repositions both feet during a designated-spot throw-in. 
e. None of the above. 

 
8. Which of the following shall be nullified when it occurs before the recognition of a correctable 

error? 
a. Points scored. 
b. Time consumed. 
c. Fouls committed. 
d. None of these activities shall be nullified. 

 
9. Which of these result in a technical foul being assessed to the home team? 

a. The game clock does not have tenths of a second display. 
b. The color of the padding on the two backboards does not match. 
c. A scoreboard does not display team fouls. 
d. None of these result in a technical foul being assessed to the home team. 

 
10. What is the result if the home team does not have a proper red light or red LED lights mounted on 

the backboard? 
a. No penalty. 
b. Team technical foul. Two free throws awarded. 
c. Administrative technical foul. One free throw awarded. 
d. Administrative technical foul. Two free throws awarded. 

ANSWERS 
 

1. NFHS — d (4-4-2, 4-4-3) 
2. NFHS --- c (3-1-1 Note, 3.1.1) 
3. NFHS — a (4-19-1) 
4. NFHS — b (4-34-1, 10-4-6a, 4.34.1) 
5. NFHS — a (2-12-5)  
6. NFHS — e (10-6)  
7. NFHS — e (9-1, 9-2, Basketball Fundamentals 5)  
8. NFHS — d (2-10-5)  
9. NFHS — d (10-1)  
10. NFHS — a (1-14)  

 


